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suBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka 
. IS = R - CUBA 

Late in the afternoon of. 2/2/64, Inspector J. R. 
MALLEY called from the Bureau and’ stated that they- had received 
the clothes brought up by $4 DRAIN, and in examiriing the 
trousers, a small piece offapér about 14" X 2” was found in . 
the right haiid“side pocket containing four foenens numbers, - ...~ 
namely as follows: to fm orm toe 

9. 
_RYA-9711 Ro 
Tag 2-46 ne 
CH 7 (This marked through and followed by £0 7-3100) 

. Inspector MALLEY said we should attempt to determine the 

identity of the holders of these numbers and any significance thereof 

and advise the Bureau as soon as possible. ; 

SA LISH was called and he checked with the Telephone 

Company and was advised that the CO, OR and AC are not Dallas 
exchanges. Also, that it is believed that the AC and CO are 

not Texas exchanges. OR is a Texas exchange. He believed that 

it might be Houston or a Karnack, Texas exchange. / :   
I called Howton and talked to SA GRAHAM KITCHELL, *~ ">" "*” 

who stated he thought OR 9 was a Howton exchange. - we 

RI 8-9711 is a Dallas ‘exchange and is the general 

number for the City of Dallas, which included the Police 

Department and variow other offices. : 

I furnished the above information on 2/3/64 to SAC 

ROBERT RIGHTHYER, Houston; ASAC BROOKING, San Antonio, and ASAC . 

J. T. SYLVESTER, JR., New Orleans, requesting them to make ae 

appropriate check. They stated they would make checks and «o> 

seng this office and the Bureau teletype with any pertinent 7 -..: 

information. Loot { ,   
    

  

SA LISH is checking with the Telephone Comps 

igs location of these various exchanges. SA STEVENS ifs ; 

_*f . ° Karnack to see if this number“is pheres 

bo Cause 7 J. Meta   
 


